Reloading instructions for 40MM CANNON

The following reloading instructions are written as a guide only. Always practice range and reloading safety.

I received a number of test casings of the 40MM CANNON round made by Scot Pace
and designed by Scot and Myself. These casings are very well made, and built to last.
The casing contains a high/low pressure launch system which differs this round from
any other of its type on the market today. It is also more powerful than any other casing
on the market today, and this one is available to YOU and I! The best part about it is, it
is not sold by some snooty “for LEO or Gummints only” company that doesn’t care to
sell to us normal people...
Parts of the CANNON:

Above you can see all the parts of the 40mm CANNON round, how it is put together. This would be a normal
configuration for lead shot or flechette darts. The copper burst disc I used in testing was .008” thick.

On to reloading the CANNON
The first step when you buy your new CANNON rounds is to carefully clean out any
machining oil left in the high pressure chamber. Unscrew the barrel portion, then
unscrew the high pressure vent plug. Use rubbing alcohol on a cotton swab and clean
out the interior of the high pressure chamber and threads, removing all the machining
oil and any metal debris that may remain. Allow the interior of the casing to dry well
before proceeding.
Next, you will want to decide on payload. Heavier payloads will effect power greatly.
Lighter steel shot and flechettes will fly faster and farther than heavier lead buckshot.
Also, steel shot, copper BBs will damage your barrel if not loaded with something to
buffer the shot from the sidewalls. I use simple powdered soap.
Load a new 2 ½ large pistol primer into the stainless primer cup. Measure 15 grains of
Bullseye pistol powder using a reloading scale, and insert same into the high pressure
chamber of the base. (I recommend starting at 15 grains. Never go over 18 grains, as
the powder charge of that strength will deform the base of the casing.) Next, place a
copper burst disc (I used .008” thick, however .010 will work fine) on top of the powder
charge and turn the vent hole plug down on top of the copper burst disc. Use a socket
to tighten the plug onto the disc. Next, screw the barrel portion onto the base. I then
take a wad, and place it into the barrel of the casing until the top is ¼” above the barrel
top. I then load the payload into the wad. Wads should have either an aluminum or
copper disc already inside them. These keep the wads from becoming too deformed by
the heavier payloads or darts. These wads will hold 60+ #4 buckshot pellets. I use 1”
tall flechettes in my flechette loads.

In order to load flechette darts, I recommend using the center post method.

Here is a cutaway showing the center post method
You prepare the casing as stated above, except when you get to the payload stage,
you add a ¼” round wooden dowel to the center, and wrap (if your darts are corded
together) or place your flechettes around the center post.

You can use any length flechettes, but make the dowel the same length as the darts
you are using. Also, make sure you flip every other flechette upside down. This will
allow you to pack more darts, and the ones in backwards will right themselves after
having been fired. It will also allow for a larger spread pattern.

Set your loaded wad into the top of the casing as above, then fill in remainder of darts.
Do not fill too tight!

Make sure you cut your wad ends when you are done loading your payload. The wads
are made with a continuous top section (the wad petals are not separated) to allow for
easy loading. (It keeps them round…) Once loaded into the casing, and with the
payload loaded, you can then cut the tops as above, freeing the individual petals of the
wad to open on firing. If you forget to cut them, your patterns will be smaller.

Below: 4 flechette payloads ready to load into casings

Once your payload is in and your wad petals are free, you can push the filled wads all
the way to the bottom of the barrel portion, so they rest on top of the vent hole plug.
Then load a ¼” thick foam wad on top to secure your payload into the barrel.

This is all there is to reloading the 40MM CANNON round. Happy hunting! GROG

